
DEEP  LONG  RAILS

1. BENIGN

Cool and crazy
A mind is a fool
Crave malinger
Cry it a fool
Crazy meddle why it a fool
Crazy men of cry it a fool

Reach the enemy
Why I’m a fool
See impressions
Why I’m a rue



2. CONCRETE  FOR  GLORY

In the modern day
In the festival meantime
In another way
In a Mona Lisa
In a modal way
In a Mona Lisa
It’s a modern day
And I see it coming



3. CONFISCATE

Keynote in the passenger
Note I am a passenger
Kimosabe was his name
He grew old and lost the game

Danger finds his role in life
Hit it with a straight edge knife
Meet him at the door he said
Lead him from there to the dead

Make it from a count of days
Falling down another way
Take my soul do gone the key
Take it down and there too deep
See it go around those ways
See me go around in days
Woe is me and woe is them
Get upon upon another send



4. ENSIGN

I want another message and I want it to be all of me
I feel like a sinner and I never want to have to leave
To blind if another one escapes from a simple word
A talisman appears as if he heard the word

Such a lonely rain
Such a lonely rain

Be raised, sick
Be fired, sick
Be strong, sick
Be right, sick
Be wrong, sick
Be strong, sick

A simple situation doesn’t come along to often now
I’ve got my registration and it isn’t written all in space
The darkness of the level simmers like a cauldron in the way
Solution found believing in a corner of the mind of stone

Such a lonely rain
Such a lonely rain

Be raised, sick
Be fired, sick
Be strong, sick
Be right, sick
Be wrong, sick
Be strong, sick



5. FALL  OF  DRAGONS

Rolling time, keeping grist
Counting down, slit my wrist
Beggars march, beggars paid
Falling down, every stair
Rolling ridge, rolling round
Bowling ball, has no sound

Chemistry, has it’s name
Keep your faith, on your knees
Do not fret, do not fear
Someone will, be so near



6. FUELING

A grin, or two
One laugh, not you
No pain around me gain
The wind, is blown
To see the trees
The lean on you begins
Is it true
Is it true
Is it true

The way, relax
Sit back, the facts
Are said to be untrue
Denied, meaning
Decide to begin
The notion of your pride
Is it true
Is it true

Rise upon the mystery stains of cavenaughs of days
Watch them float along the world and come on back on days
You feel it’s hours friend, but really it’s been years
You don’t feel the aging coming, you don’t see those fears



7. IMMENSE

Fools away
Locked in time
Rolling green
Fall in time
Rising well
Rising free
Holding down
Holding me

Break my bones
Steal my soul
Deep long rails
Take me home



8. MISER

Wallow in the California trees
Find a space and never let it be
Find a little wisdom in your mind
Void the ones as simple as your kind

Shock
And be a man

Wallow in the California trees
Find a space and never let it be
Find a little wisdom in your mind
Void the ones as simple as your kind

Shock
And be a man



9. SPICE

The beast of burden hollow
People say there’s nothing here
Oh, roll the burden hollow
You say it’s nothing near
Oh, I left my hand I’ll follow
Instead of staying here
To see a sign of something
To leave a life so dear

Reason, go with pain
Challenge, all insane
Reason, a fool in tow
Saving, bowl in more

A find a simple traction
Is not a simple thing
A dusting of a faction
A sprinkling of the rain
To feel a beast of knowledge
To fear a short demise
A cataclysmic dismal
A supplicant’s surprise

Reason, go with pain
Challenge, all insane
Reason, a fool in tow
Saving, bowl in more



10. TAILORED  BEING

Don’t see a rise of business
Just feel a rise of hairs
To cramp a feel of anger
Don’t feel the world of cares
A simple strength of purpose
A grating of the knees
Do not fulfill the purpose
To analyze my fears

Don’t see a rise of business
Just feel a rise of hairs
To cramp a feel of anger
Don’t feel the world of cares
A simple strength of purpose
A grating of the knees
Do not fulfill the purpose
To analyze my fears



11. TEMPEST

Broken is wisdom
Broken is still
Rolling in a prison, sir
Broken in soul

Terminal wisdom
Broken of thought
In deep desires
Take back a lot

Get up, roll with it
Get out of the way
Get up, roll with it
Get out of the way
Get up, roll with it
Get out of the way
Get up, roll with it
Get out of the way



12. UP  THE  RATCHET

Stupid is as stupid goes
Follow men with platinum tongues
Shining with the promise there
Stupid is as stupid dare

Emerald eyes in heaven days
Take another time away
See it all with demon eyes
See it with another’s eyes

Never got a piece of right
Say the sailor isn’t nice
Bald of love and bald of view
Ball and chain reveal the true

See a feeling in the way
Not a seeming rather blight
Nothing else will satisfy
Nothing but the same old lies


